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Western Redcedar 
Thuja plicata 

X’pá:yelhp 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

Considered the tree of life, Red Cedar was long ago a generous man, who was honourably 

transformed into what we know now as western redcedar. Each tree carries the Sxhweli, or life 

force of X’pay, thus the tree is named X’payelhp. Reciprocal relationships and kinship ties 

connect Sto:lo people to cedars and their ecosystems in physical and spiritual realms. 

Xpá:ytses are the boughs of Red Cedar, and when translated refers to the ‘hands of Xpá:y’.  

Values: Medicine, Material, Governance in Kinship, Spiritual/Ceremonial, Eco Spirituality. A 

masculine tree. 

Western redcedar is a large conifer tree, growing up to 60 m tall.  The mature, reddish-grey 

bark peels off in long strips, and the wood is very aromatic. The yellow-green needles are short 

and blunt, resembling overlapping scales on branched twigs, which turn brown and fall off with 

age. They grow in opposite pairs, alternating between flattened, and splayed, which gives 

them their 2-sided, flattened appearance.  The seed cones, found in clusters at branch ends 

and typically 1 cm long, are egg-shaped and brown when mature. Found growing in moist to 

wet forests, often found with western hemlock and coastal Douglas-fir.  



 

 

   

Blackcap 
Rubus leucodermis 

Tselqó:má:lhp 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

Blackcap, also known as black raspberry, is a densely armed shrub that can reach 2 m in height. 

The leaves are alternate, compound with 3 leaflets, and have prickly stalks. The flowers are 

white, and grow in clusters of 2-7 with woolly and prickly stalks. The fruits are reddish-purple 

to black raspberries, with a slightly woolly surface. Found in a variety of habitats from dry to 

moist conditions such as thickets, rocky slopes, open forests, and clearings.  

Tselqó:má:lhp -  fall off, berry, plant 

Primarily a nutritive plant, with some medicinal value, Tsélq’ó:má:lhp was cultivated for 

generations by controlled burns. In the past, the berries, young shoots and leaves were 

harvested for use. Currently, the most popular part of the plant for use is the berry, which is 

often eaten fresh or dried for use in the winter months.  

Values: Food, Medicine, Governance in Lands Management, Kinship in harvest approach. A 

feminine plant. 



 

 

  

Alaska Blueberry 
Vaccinium alaskaense 

Léth'ílets 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

An erect shrub, up to 2 m tall.  The leaves are alternate, and oval to egg-shaped, up to 7 cm 

long, often with fine teeth extending halfway up the leaf. Alaska blueberry flowers from April 

to May, producing small, drooping, solitary flowers in the leaf axils. Pink in colour, the flowers 

are globe or urn shaped, wider than they are long, and widest just above the base. The berries 

are round to pear shaped, dark blue to purplish-black. Found in mesic to moist forests in low to 

subalpine habitats. 

Léth'ílets – different covering/wool on the leaves    

Berries are harvested, the rest of the plant is left intact, management approaches used 

traditionally.  

Values: Food, Medicine, Governance in Lands Management, Kinship in harvest approach.  

A feminine plant. 



 

 

  

Oval-Leaved Blueberry 
Vaccinium ovalifolium 

Xwíxwekw' 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

Oval-leaved blueberry is a small shrub, growing to 2 m tall, with angled, reddish stems, turning 

grey with age. The leaves are alternate, and a broad oval to egg-shape with blunt ends, 

occasionally with small teeth. The flowers grow solitary from the leaf axils while the leaves are 

still young and are whitish-pink in colour and urn-shaped, with 5 fused petals. The berries are 

round, dark blue to dark purple, and have a distinct blue, waxy coating (bloom).  Found in moist 

to wet forest openings and bogs. 

Xwíxwekw' - Little round, rubbing off or coming off.  

Berries are harvested, the rest of the plant is left intact, management approaches used 

traditionally.  

Values: Food, Medicine, Governance in Lands Management, Kinship in harvest approach   

A feminine plant. 



 

 

  

Devil's Club  
Oplopanax horridus 

Qwó:pelhp 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

Devil’s club is a large shrub, growing up to 3 m in height.  It has a thick, crooked stem covered in 

characteristic long, yellow spines. The leaves are large, heavily toothed, and maple-leaf shaped, 

and the flowers are found in small round clusters on a terminal spike. The fruit are small, bright 

red berries that form a large, pyramid-shaped cluster at the top of the plant.  Devil’s club can be 
found in wet or moist habitats such as streambanks and moist forests and can form dense 

thickets.  

Qwó:pelhp -  poss. hump/Clubs, plant  

Prized for its protective spiritual qualities, Devil’s club is used extensively among Coast Salish 

peoples in ceremony. All parts of the plant are harvested for a variety of purposes, each with 

specific meaning, timing and approach.  

Values: Food, Medicine, Material, Kinship in harvest approach, Spiritual/Ceremonial  



 

 

  

Red Elderberry 
Sambucus racemose 

Sth'íweq'elhp 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

A tall shrub, red elderberry can reach up to 6 m in height. The twigs are red-brown and soft, 

with a spongy, hollow feel, and a warty surface. The leaves are opposite and compound, with 

5-7 sharply pointed, toothed leaflets. Red elderberry blooms in long, pyramid shaped clusters 

of many small, white, tube shaped flowers with 5 fused petals that bend back over the tube. 

The flowers are characteristic of having a strong, unpleasant odour. The fruit are small, and 

most often shiny red to purple, though can be yellow or nearly white in colour, and contain 3 

small stone like seed casings. Found in moist to wet habitats such as ditches, meadows, 

grasslands, and disturbed landscapes.  

Sth'íweq'elhp – name given for this plant. 

All parts of the plant are utilized for varying purposes, in different seasons.  

Values: Food, Medicine, Material, Kinship in Harvest 

A feminine plant. 



 

 

  

Salmonberry  
Rubus spectabilis 

Elíla:lhp 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

A member of the raspberry family, salmonberry is a tall shrub, reaching up to 4 m, and often 

forming thickets. The stems can be smooth or bristly, but without thorns or spines, and the 

bark is yellowish-brown. The leaves are alternate and compound, with 3 egg-shaped, 

asymmetrical leaflets that have hairy veins on the underside. The flowers are pink to reddish-

purple, with 5 spreading petals, and the fruit are smooth, yellow to dark red raspberries. Found 

in moist to wet forests, streambanks, and swamps. 

Elíla:lhp: At a slow speed, plant   

This plant offers phenological cues that indicate which species of salmon are travelling up the 

Fraser River. Berries, shoots and leaves are utilized. This is in part where the common name 

comes from. 

Values: Food, Medicine, Material, Governance in phenological cues 

A feminine plant. 



 

 

  

Labrador Tea 
Rhododendron groenlandicum 

Mó:qwem 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

An evergreen shrub growing up to 1.5 m tall with red-brown, flaky bark. The leaves are long (3-

5 cm) and narrow, leathery, and curling over on the edges and the underside has a distinctly 

characteristic rusty wool. The flowers are small and white, with 5 petals, growing in terminal 

clusters above the leaves. The fruit are small, reddish-brown capsules that protrude in clusters 

on long, drooping stems.  Thrives in nutrient-poor and moist to wet habitats, such as lowland 

forests and bogs.  

Mó:qwem – bog, on top of moss, also the plant, name of the plant identifies ecological 

connections. 

Mo:qwem is commonly used as a tonic, the specific medicinal uses vary by the user or family. 

Often areas of harvest are prized and kept by families who harvest there. Increasingly prized 

due to the decreasing availability. Leaves are utilized, areas around this plant will be tended to 

prevent overcrowding and shading.  

A masculine plant. 



 

 

  

Black Huckleberry 
Vaccinium membranaceum 

Kwxó:mólselhp 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

A small shrub, black huckleberry typically grows to 1.5 m tall. The young twigs are yellowish-

green and turn grey with age. The leaves are alternate and egg-shaped with a pointed tip, and 

are finely toothed, turning a vibrant red in the fall. The urn-shaped flowers grow from the leaf 

axils and are pale yellow to pink. The fruit resemble a blueberry, but are a deep purple colour, 

lack the waxy coating of blueberries, and have larger seeds. Found in dry to moist forests and 

open areas such as roadsides and north-facing cutblocks.  

Kwxó:mólselhp – rap or knock, berries, continuously 

Traditionally associated with lands governance, berry patches were managed and guarded by 

families. An important aspect of continuing culture, this berry is held in high esteem and 

treated with respect. Berries are taken, bushes are left intact, with the exception of prescribed 

burning.  

A feminine plant. 



 

 

  

Dull Oregon Grape 
Mahonia nervosa 

Séliyelhp 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

A small, evergreen shrub, reaching up to 60 

cm tall, with a yellowish bark. The leaves are 

similar to holly and turn a reddish colour in 

the fall. They are alternate and compound, 

growing in long stems of 9-19 spiny toothed 

leaflets. The yellow flowers grow in a tall 

cluster, up to 20 cm long. The ripened fruit 

are a blue berry, about 1 cm in diameter, that 

grow in long clusters. Found in moist to dry 

open slopes and forests.  

Séliyelhp – Vision/Dream, plant   

A strong antiseptic, and antibiotic, this plant 

is prized for its many uses to cleanse 

infection in the body. It is also used as a dye 

for textiles. All parts of the plant are utilized.  

Values:  



 

 

  

Thimbleberry  
Rubus parviflorus 

T'qwemelhp 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

A tall shrub in the raspberry family, thimbleberry often grows in large thickets.  The stems are 

unarmed, and the bark is smooth and grey, becoming flakey with age. The leaves are large and 

maple-leaf shaped, with 3-7 lobes, and toothed edges. The 5-petaled, white flowers grow in 

terminal clusters of 2-10. The berries are red, half-globe shaped, often with a velvety feel. 

Found in open areas including deciduous forests, streambanks, roadsides, and cutblocks.  

T'qwemelhp – poss. Place to gather, collect s/t, plant  

Values: A first emerging food source in the spring, and valuable for berries, medicine and day 

to day use 

A feminine plant. 



 

 

  

Pacific Willow 
Salix lucida 

Xéltsepelhp 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

A medium shrub or small tree, reaching up to 9 m in height with reddish-brown to yellow bark. 

The leaves are long (up to 15cm) and narrow, with a soft, hairy underside on younger leaves. 

The flowers are catkins, which flower as the leaves emerge, and the fruit are small capsules 

that release tufty hairy seeds. Found in moist to wet riverbanks, floodplains, shores, clearings, 

and thickets.  

Xéltsepelhp –  fire drill, or start a fire plant 

Values: stems, leaves and flowers are utilized for medicine and ceremony, also used for curing 

clay for use as insecticide and degreaser  

A masculine plant. 



 

 

  

Skunk Cabbage  
Lysichiton americanus 

Ts'ókw’e 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

Skunk cabbage is a semi-aquatic herb which 

grows between 30-70 cm tall. The leaves all 

grow from the base and are very large; up to 

150 cm long, and 70 cm wide. The flowers 

grow in a densely packed spike, 7-12 cm long 

at the top of a long stalk, and emerge folded 

within a yellow, leaf like bract. The fruit are 

berry-like, and green to red in colour. Skunk 

cabbage is found in swamps, bogs, wet 

ditches, and moist to wet forests.  

Ts'ókw’e – poss. Relative, plant suffix  

Values: food, medicine and day to day 

uses  

A masculine plant. 



 

 

  

Cliff Paintbrush 
Castilleja rupicola 

Spaqem 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

A small herb, up to 20 cm tall, comprised of several unbranched stems with soft white hairs. 

The leaves are alternate, hairy, and divided 3 to 7 times.  The flowers, surrounded by bright 

scarlet or crimson leaf-like bracts, are long (up to 4.5 cm) and made of 1 long beak-like upper 

lip and one short, thickened, 3-toothed lower lip.  The fruit are many-seeded capsules. Found 

on mesic to dry cliffs and rocky slopes.  

Wxelp’eqel 

No known name for plant. Name referenced is for flower blossom. 

Values: Ceremonial use 

A masculine plant. 



 

 

  

Stiff Clubmoss 
Lycopodium annotinum 

Qwò:m 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

A small, branched, and creeping evergreen plant with leafy erect branches up to 25 cm tall. The 

leaves are miniscule (3-10 mm) with 1-3 small teeth near the tips.  Cones are green, singular, 1-

4cm long, and found at the top of the upright branches, blooming in the late summer, and 

turning brown when they open. Stiff clubmoss can be found in dry to moist conifer forests, 

peat bogs, and rocky outcrops. 

Qwò:m – lumps, Clubs 

Values: Prized for medicinal value, this plant is considered rare and powerful  

A masculine plant. 



 

 

  

Stream Violet  
Viola glabella 

Skámets 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

Stream violet is a small, shade tolerant herb that grows in wet habitats such as streambanks 

and very moist woodlands. The leaves are both basal and found on the stems and are broadly 

heart shaped. The basal leaves are large (up to 9 cm long and 8 cm wide) with long stalks (up to 

25 cm) while the stem leaves have much shorter stalks. The flowers are solitary on terminal 

stems and have 5 yellow petals. The lower petal has a 1-2 mm spur at its point, and the lower 3 

petals have purple pencil-like lines near their base. The fruits are small, smooth capsules with 

brown to black seeds.  

Sthatheqiy – fresh shoot, or peel it 

Values: a source of food, this plant is indicative of an ecosystem that provides an abundance 

of fresh shoots and greens 

A feminine plant. 



 

 

  

Cow Parsnip  
Heracleum maximum 

Yóle 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

Cow parsnip is a large herb, growing up to 3 m in height with a woolly stem, and found in moist 

to wet habitats. The leaves are large (up to 50 cm wide) and the stocks form large sheaths 

around the plant stem.  The leaves are comprised of 3 leaflets which range from deeply lobed 

to toothed and are often hairy. The flowers are found in large, umbrella-like clusters, 10-20 cm 

in diameter, comprised of multiple smaller, long stemmed, dense, rounded clusters. The 

individual flowers are small and white, blooming in the early summer, and mature to small, 

brown, heart-shaped capsules. Can be mistaken for similar, toxic species such as Douglas 

Water Hemlock, or the invasive Giant Cow Parsnip. Identify and handle with care. 

Yóle / yó:le – poss. Twist or turn, suffix references living thing  

Values: medicinal uses, food source. Specific harvest and preparation techniques to ensure 

plant success and nutrient uptake.   

A masculine plant. 



 

 

  

Barber Pole 
Scirpus microcarpus 

Pxá:y 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

Barber pole is a wetland sedge also known as small-flowered bulrush that grows to 150 cm 

tall. The leaves are grass-like and sheathing the stem. The flowers are numerous terminal 

spikes over 10 cm long, made of multiple small clusters.  

Pxá:y – poss. boot shaped organ on fish gill 

Values: textile fibre  

A masculine plant. 



 

 

  

Scouring Rush 
Equisetum hyemale 

Xweqw'él:a 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

Scouring rush is a variety of horsetail, 30-120 cm 

tall, and 4-6 mm thick. The stems are dark green, 

unbranched, with sheaths of 14-50 teeth. The 

sheaths fall off as the rush matures, leaving dark 

bands on the stem. The cones are 8-15 mm long, 

tapering to a small black point at the tip. Found in 

moist to wet habitats such as riverbanks and wet 

forests.  

Xweqw'él:a – poss. Frog. container 

Values: common name derived from plant use in scrubbing and sanding methods  

A masculine plant. 



 

 

  

Cattail 
Typha latifolia 

Sth'á:qel 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

Cattail is a wetland plant found in ditches, ponds, lakes, 

and marshes. It has a simple, unbranched, erect, pithy 

stem reaching up to 3 m tall. The leaves are sheathed 

around the stem and are long and flat. The flowers are a 

very dense spike-like cluster in 2 parts, with the male 

flowers above, and the female flowers below.  The male 

flowers shed after pollination, leaving the female flower 

cluster resembling a hot dog on a stick. This dense cluster 

breaks apart and expands into a cottony fluff comprised 

of thousands of hairy seeds.  

Sth'á:qel – skinned/stipped, in the head  

Values: Food and day to day use, historically used for seasonal housing  

A masculine plant. 



 

 

  

False Solomon's Seal 
Maianthemum racemosum 

Xexq'elá:lahp 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

A tall, erect herb reaching up to 1 m in height. Stems have 5-12 clasping, alternate leaves, with 

distinct parallel veins. The flowers are small and white, forming a pyramid like terminal cluster. 

The berries are globe-shaped, starting a spotted green and red, but turning bright red as they 

mature. Found in moist to mesic forests, streambanks, meadows and clearings.  

Xexq'elá:lahp – scratching and itch 

or Sth’í:ms te álhqey – the snake’s berry  (name applies to all Solomon’s seal subspecies) 

Values: medicinal uses, food source 

A feminine plant. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stinging Nettle  
Urtica dioica 

Th'éxth'ex 

Description 

Stó:lō Coast Salish Values  

Stinging nettle is a tall herb (often over 1 m) 

with small stinging bristles on its stem.  The 

leaves are opposite, up to 15 cm long, and 

coarsely toothed. The miniscule flowers grow in 

long (1-7 cm) thin clusters from the leaf axils 

and are white or purple tinged. The fruit are 

small, dry, flattened seeds, under 1.5 mm long.  

Stinging nettle is found in habitats such as 

moist to mesic stream sides, deciduous forests, 

and avalanche tracks. 

Th'éxth'éx – stinging, again and again   

Values: Food, medicine and textile fibre. Archaeological and Ethnobotanical connections show 

abundant populations near or in proximity to Coastal village sites.   

A masculine plant. 
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Pacific WIllow 2 - SKilton 2018 

Pacific Willow 3-Fenneman 2010 
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black raspberry 1- Watkinson 2011 

black raspberry 2- Skilton 2005 

black raspberry 3- Riley 2012 

 

Cliff paintbrush 1 - skilton 2007 

Cliff paintbrush 2- Batten 2015 

Cliff paintbrush 3- Batten 2015 

 

Stiff clubmoss 1- cook 2006 

Stiff clubmoss 2- Kelly-Mcarthur 2017 

 

scouring rush 1- halverson 2014 

scouring rush 2- harvey 2009 
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